
MA 111–Introduction to Contemporary Mathematics
Written Project

Introduction

For this project, you will form groups of 2-3 students.
The theme for this project is exploring certain ideas of cryptography which we were unable

to cover in class due to multiple snow days. Specifically, you will be tasked with exploring and
analyzing The Vigenère Cipher and The DHM Key Exchange. The former is a slight variant
on the shift cipher, while the latter is different means of Public Key Encryption.

Part 1: The Vigenère Cipher

For this portion of the project, each group will need to do the following:

• Read the introduction slides on the Vigenère Cipher (which include examples). These slides
are not very long and are posted on the project page of the website:
http://www.ms.uky.edu/~mjol222/Teaching/MA111_S15/project.html

Doing this will show you how this cipher works.

• Each group will be given a short message and a key word. Using this, you will encrypt the
message. In your writeup, you should describe what the meaning of the key word,
show your calculations, and give the encrypted message. All of this should be
done using complete sentences when applicable.

• Each group will be given a key word and a short message which has been already been en-
crypted via the key word. Describe how to find the decryption sequence and find it. Then
using the decryption sequence, decode the message. In your writeup, you should de-
scribe how to find the decryption sequence, show your calculations for finding
your specific decryption sequence, show your calculations for decoding the mes-
sage, and give the decrypted message. Again, you should use complete sentences.

• Recall that while very simple to use, the shift cipher was not a particularly good means
of encryption. The shift cipher does not hide letter frequency very well (For example, the
most common letter which appears in English words is “E”, and if we merely apply a shift
cipher, say ∆ = 3, now “H” is the most common letter. In long messages, it is easy may
be easy to detect one letter, but this will decode the whole message.) With this in mind, is
the Vigenère Cipher an improvement on the Shift Cipher? Write a paragraph answering
this question. Be descriptive. If you believe that it is an improvement, in what
ways? To what degree? If not, why? How could it be improved?

http://www.ms.uky.edu/~mjol222/Teaching/MA111_S15/project.html


Part 2: DHM Key Exchange

For this portion of the project, each group will need to do the following:

• Read the introductory slides on DHM Key Exchange (with examples). These slides are also
on the course website project page:
http://www.ms.uky.edu/~mjol222/Teaching/MA111_S15/project.html

• Each group will be given particular values n and M and be tasked to do the following:

– Choose values a and b. These must be numbers larger than 1 and less than n. Please
choose two distinct numbers. In your writeup, you need to mention which num-
bers you have chosen. State why you think these are good choices. Complete
sentences please.

– Calculate the values α and β. Show your calculations. Explain your work where
applicable.

– Verify that both values yield the same key K. Show both calculation. State
whether or not the same result was obtained.

• Is this process beneficial? Would we want to use this method to share an encryption key?
Why or why not? Write a short paragraph answering these questions and elabo-
rating on your thoughts about the DHM Key Exchange.

Part 3: Public Key Encryption

Each group should write a paragraph or two explaining why public key encryption is
important. There are many applicable reasons, some of which where mentioned in
class. Feel free to research benefits of public key encryption, but cite any sources you
use.
You should give multiple reasons, not just one or two.

Project Submission and Deadlines

There are several stages of deadlines for various portions of this project:

• Deadline # 1: Group Formation– Due: April 2nd 11:59pm
One person from each group must email me the list of names of all persons in their group.
Please copy your group members to this message. Once I receive this email from your group,
I will send out your groups particular values and messages for each part of the project.

• Deadline # 2: Hard Copy Submission–Due: April 30th in class.
Each group must submit one hard copy of the project. Your project should be TYPED
(in MS word or similar program), contain all calculations, and should be written in complete
sentences. It should be organized into three sections, and should answer all of the questions
asked in each part.

http://www.ms.uky.edu/~mjol222/Teaching/MA111_S15/project.html


• Deadline # 3: Electronic Copy Submission–Due April 30th 11:59 pm–Blackboard
ALL students must submit an electronic copy of their group’s project through Blackboard.
The submitted project should be saved as either an MS word file (.doc or .docx) OR as PDF
file (.pdf). All students must do this as part of a UK Core requirement. Instructions for
submitting the assignment may be found here:
http://www.uky.edu/acadtrain/blackboard/ukcore-student

Rubric

The written project is worth 30 points of your final grade. Points for the project will be distributed
as follows:

• Group Formation (3 points): Email the list of group members prior to due date

• Electronic Submission (3 points): Upload the electronic copy to Blackboard

• Part 1: Vigenère Cipher (12 points): Each task (bullet point) will be worth 4 points.
To receive full points, your writeup should be written in complete sentences, should fully
answer the questions, should show all calculations, and all work should be correct.

• Part 2: DHM Key Exchange (7 points):

– The computational portion is worth 4 points. To get full credit, all work must be shown,
work should be explained in full coherent sentences when applicable, and calculations
should be correct.

– The short paragraph is worth 3 points. It should answer all of the questions and be
descriptive.

• Part 3: Public Key Encryption (5 points): This should be written coherently. It
should demonstrate that the group thought about and researched the ideas behind public
key encryption.

Some notes about the writeup

1. For paragraph responses, I am not looking for any particular length. I am simply looking for
complete and coherent answers. A short, clear, concise answer which completely answers the
question will receive full points. A long answer which is unclear or incomplete will not receive
full points. Answers which are not written in complete sentences and/or are unreadable will
receive very few points.

2. Do not plagiarize! It is really easy to detect, and I will probably catch you. In this case,
you will be prosecuted according to university regulations, which will more than likely result
in a zero on this assignment (or worse). If you use any external sources, please cite them.

http://www.uky.edu/acadtrain/blackboard/ukcore-student

